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Tornaveus is a group of traditional polyphonic music, composed by
researchers in oral-tradition music, who have worked all over the
Catalan speaking territories. They have transferred into their shows
the songs, polyphonic formulas and ways of singing learned from their
field work investigations.
The voices in Tornaveus - of Jaume Ayats, Heura Gaya, Anaís Falcó,
Iris Gayete and Ester G. Llop - got together for the first time by the
end of 2011. Since then, they have joined festivals and concerts all over
Catalonia, Valencian Country, Northern Catalonia, Occitanie, the
Basque Country and Sardinia. Now, in 2018, they present their first
recording work, "Tornaveus", of recent appearance on the market, and
prepare a tour around Catalonia and some concerts in Occitania and
Lithuania.
Tornaveus usually takes part in divulgation workshops about
traditional music and regularly teaches singing and instruments that
play along the voice.
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New CD

An amazing sound.
A surround sound created exclusively from
the voices of Mediterranean tradition.

Immersed in the sound,
In the fusion of all the voices,
The emotion of the entire song,
A Mediterranean rhythm, a unique sound,
This is the discovery of polyphonic music
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Labor songs, lullabies, frame drum songs, carols, naughty songs,
nursery rhymes, and even a tavern song and Easter Stabat Mater. It
is a surround sound created exclusively with voices. Vocal music
has always been a rich, local tradition among men and women in
the north-western Mediterranean region.Tornaveus’ first CD is
truly awe-inspiring, because of its timbre, its repertoire, and its
marked difference. From a church song to a tavern song, it offers a
glimpse into the melodies and songs of our home.
Traditional Catalan Polyphonies · · · www.tornaveus.cat
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